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Draping—the art of using cotton muslin to create womenswear directly on a dress form—is an

essential skill for fashion designers. Through a series of step-by-step projects, designed to

develop skills from the most basic to more advanced techniques, this book will guide you in

creating both classic and contemporary garments, as well as historical styles and costumes.

Draping projects include dresses, bustiers, and jackets, and highlight key fashion garments

such as Audrey Hepburn's dress from Breakfast at Tiffany’s and the Dolce & Gabbana tuxedo

jacket.Starting with the basics of choosing and preparing the dress form for draping, the book

advances through pinning, trimming, and clipping, and creating shape using darts and tucks, to

adding volume using pleats and gathers, and handling complex curves. Advanced skills include

how to use support elements such as shoulder pads, under layers, and petticoats, and how to

handle bias draping. The book culminates with a chapter on improvisational skills.Each skill

and technique throughout the book is explained with step-by-step photographs and line

drawings that bring the art of creating womenswear in three dimensions to life.
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Olea Yimoria, “So Awesome!!. If only all textbooks were this precise in the instructions. If you

are thinking about fashion school this is a must! It covers how to drape and create a rough draft

like all the fashion houses. All the photos are high quality with clear directions, with only a few

line drawings. Versace, Hollywood icons and vintage costume styles shown. If you were

looking for a book on corsets and crinolines but could not afford the expensive ones, this one is

awesome. If you have ever wondered how did a designer take the idea and turn it into a real

garment, this book shows you the draping techniques to achieve the pattern.This book

however does not cover sewing techniques, but considering you learn how to make the pattern

for anything your imagination can dream up, I love this book!Basically with this book you can

create anything from a prom gown, wedding gown, Victorian, corsets, basic skirts, blouses,

jackets, pants, you name it.Even better, it comes a with dvd with lessons, and if you're like me

sometimes it's better to see a video than simple line drawings.It is worth every penny.”

Gabriel, “If you like draping you might want it.... Hi, First let me explain quickly what I was

looking for in this book. I was a student in patterndrafting and draping in France. Unfortunately,

draping was kind of a weak spot for me so I was looking for a book I could follow and that

would help me build a bit more confidence and knowledge.OK, now, what about the book?

First: the quality is there... pretty book on stiff paper with good photo quality and quite clear

diagrams... Yayyyy!!!I really love the fact that Karolyn comes to the draping of bustier pretty

soon in the chapters (even though I'm not the ultimate bustier fan ;-) )... I think it's a good way

to show learners that pretty stuffs can be achieved even at the beginning. She also gives very

short tips all along the books that helped me to get focused on the actual fitting rather than... I

don't know... matching temporary lines for example (that can be very distracting when you try to

match everything instead of focusing on the fit and grain).As in all other draping book I've found

the ease (for a jacket or not close-fitting garments) is not discussed in the depth... But I guess

it's a real challenge to try and explain it in a text... Anyway, she made a few comments about it

so I hope you'll be better at ease controlling than me (I'm quite desperate with ease, whatever

the method, whatever the garment ahah).Good point : the variety of styles. You'll have very

classical.vintage styles opposed to modern ones. And, no matter if you like the garments you

see in the book, you'll learn the techniques and be able to apply them to the garment of your

choice.If I'm being honest I have to say I was quite disappointed on the final projects pictures,

the step by step methods explained are in my opinion very good, but the final garments have a

lot of defects on them (especially for the smoothness of collars... They tend to break



somewhere between front and back instead of turning in a nice curve...) I really think it would

be worth re-doing these pictures for a next edition since it gives a false impression of bad

technical skills...A very big "thank you" because she explained in a very simple diagram the

difference between armholes and sleeve caps for loose and close fitting sleeves.Regarding the

included DVD... I was unable to read it on my macintosh but it was ok with my PC... It covers

from the basics to the advanced stuff, I hope you'll find it as helpful as I did.I won't comment

the pants part since I don't have a legged dressform at my place... But still, it's nice to have a

chapter covering pants.I'll end my comment by saying... If you're interested in draping, whether

you are a beginner or a more advanced student...Just buy it... It's not that expensive for a

technical book and the content and quality are good.P.s. : Sorry if I made mistakes... Non-

english speaker here.”

malese, “Draping. Love this book!”

Sophie McAllister, “Arrived early. This is a great book, just what I wanted.”

Sentient, “Must Buy if you're learning Draping. Best book for learning draping, I'll know

because I own a few.. Practice makes you perfect, but the instructions in text and the DVD is

extremely helpful in understanding the intricacies and concepts. The book is also beautiful,

almost like a coffee table book, the designs are quite contemporary compared to other books

on draping. The author should come out with a PART 2 or sequels dealing with newer styles

and modern ideas.The real test is accomplishing results on drape fabrics like chiffon and

crepe, not muslin or calico. That's when it gets tricky, the author should do a section on

handling that and silk for silk blouses or taffeta skirts. The REAL DEAL.”

Joshua Carter, “When they say 'Complete' they mean it.. This book is fantastic. It takes you

through draping the most basic bodice blocks to incredibly complicated things. Grab a bolt of

calico or muslin and just work your way through it.It gives you the methods to achieve

something, then gives you a test on it with a practical garment you've seen on a red carpet or

similar.Incredibly useful. Anyone starting out in draping needs this book. I've been draping for

about ten years now, and even I still use it as a reference, and as a grounding tool when I find

I'm glossing over things I already know and making mistakes.Buy it.”

dyan dugan, “WELL WORTH YOUR MONEY - EXCELLENT INSTRUCTIONS!. OH MY!, this

text book is by far the best, most comprehensive draping book I have seen. The photographs

are clear and show the focal points that the descriptions are sometimes not even needed. The

DVD video, that comes with this book, I absolutely LOVE LOVE LOVE!!! I've watched them

over and over since I received the book yesterday. They give me the confidence I need to do

this. Karolyn does a great job of explaining the process in each video. THANK YOU

KAROLYN KIISEL!”

The book by Karolyn Kiisel has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 192 people have provided feedback.
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